
Embedding Community Engagement

• This presentation is to talk a bit about the Horniman’s journey to embed community engagement within our 

organisation through our Anthropology redisplay. 

• One of our great strengths is our relationships and quality of engagement with the local community but how do 

we embed this?

• We are exploring different models, thinking about the skills and resources needed for high quality community 

engagement and how these can be shared across an organisation

• I will briefly talk through 5 HLF Activity Plan strands that contributed towards our new galleries (you will visit all 

of them later)
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• We redisplayed our Anthropology collections over 2 of the Horniman’s 5 main galleries.

• We used this opportunity to make community collaborations visible to our general visitors

• This involved collaborating internally with teams who do not work with communities or who do so in a different 

way
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Discovery Boxes

• Our first project was very ambitious but mostly contained within the wider Learning team:

• We used some of the funding to redevelop our 26 Discovery Boxes: themed boxes of handling objects

• They had been in constant use by families and community groups since 2002.

• We supported 17 different community partner groups to design a box each, from a group of adults accessing 

mental health support services, to refugees and new arrivals. 

• They chose their theme, objects and interpretation

• all turned out very differently, from a box themed on “Play” to one by an acute female mental health inpatient 

ward themed “dressing up, feeling better”

• Now visitors are hugely benefitting from not just the handling objects but the unique perspectives and 

messages of each box.

• Our new Discovery Boxes, as well as being used in our Hands On Base where you’ll see them later, can be 

handled by visitors in the World Gallery and taken on outreach visits. 

• This project taught us valuable lessons about setting parameters and giving partners enough information to 

succeed.

• For example, each separate project started with an introduction from the Family Learning Officer about how to 

make the boxes accessible to families 
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Consultation

• We started the gallery re-design process by consulting groups of regular visitors (like families and schools), and 

also non-visitors (like local older adults and our external Access Advisory Group), to make sure the gallery design 

would meet their needs.  

• Nothing particularly new there

• Except that we came back to these groups throughout the project and the groups interacted with multiple 

teams

• For example, the Access Advisory Group met directly with the external gallery designers, to explain to them the 

need for an accessible map to enable independent decision-making, so if you don’t understand what “the Africa 

section” if you’re two years old, or have a learning disability), you can still choose to go to the yellow over the 

blue section. 

• The designers brought along tactile signage for testing and direct feedback from the group and the feedback 

relationship completely changed without us acting as the conduit

• Families used follow-up focus groups to raise concern about the lack of interactivity in the gallery – not a 

question we were asking for feedback on at that time!

• We didn’t just take their ideas and work on them ourselves: we asked them to do that with us…
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Family labels

• Here is one of the family labels in the World Gallery 

• And these are the people who wrote and illustrated it

• In initial focus groups, parents and carers told us they loved the adult themes and content but found it hard to 

engage with their children in current galleries – they wanted a few labels that helped them quickly find a way in 

with their children

• Families are the experts on what families are interested in and what format this should take

• Families learning English are experts on how to make our language accessible for all so we asked them to design 

the labels themselves. 

• This group of families are all learning English for Speakers of Other Languages at our local adult education 

college

• The adults worked with curators who presented the main themes of the cases in questions, we then had 

discussions to decide engaging questions for the labels, 

• The adults then explained the theme and question to their children and gave them a brief to illustrate the 

labels. 

• They used quite a moral tone for their labels – a very different approach than we would have taken!

• This was a great opportunity for curators and families to meet and talk about how to convey ideas and themes 

to the Horniman’s largest audience!
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Wall of Voices

• Individuals from groups who made Discovery Boxes and wrote family labels also had the opportunity to be 

filmed for the Wall Of Voices 

• These are videos of people talking about objects important to them, filmed by our Youth Panel. 

• They’re the first thing you see when you walk into the gallery, so you hopefully see local people like you, talking 

about objects they care about, which allows the visitor to start their visit by reflecting on the objects that they 

love and move around the gallery thinking about the people connected to all the other objects displayed in the 

gallery. 

• Asking community members who were already involved with the other projects really set this (and them) up for 

success – through their projects they had already developed an understanding and skills about how to describe 

objects and the aims of the gallery – we weren’t dropping them in it and then not using their contribution if it 

didn’t suit.

• We were able to trail a brief training on how to support community group members with the Youth Panel along 

with their filming training

• It wasn’t quite what we needed but a good start…
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Community Perspectives Case

• Our most ambitious project in the World Gallery was (and still is) the Community Perspectives case

• This is a case of the gallery curated by a group external to the Horniman (to be redisplayed every 2 years)

• The first iteration was curated by our Access Advisory Group.  This is a group of people with lived experience of 

disability, who we’ve been working with for many years.  

• We chose this group on purpose as their role is to act as critical friends and help us get better at this process as 

well as having a good understanding of the wider context of the gallery.

• We’d never co-curated a gallery display with the community before, so it was important to work with a group 

with whom we’d already built a solid relationship and trust. 

• They created a case about views on disability, using objects from the collections. 

• We also asked them to write a toolkit of advice for the Horniman to make the process as accessible as possible 

for the next group we work with.
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• But these are not the only projects that could be termed community co-production in the World Gallery

• Boat 195 (a piece of boat that transported migrants to Italy) was co-interpreted by a group of local newly 

arrived young people

• Horniman volunteers co-designed a banner hanging in the gallery

• Curators and diaspora communities were extensively involved in the displays of large sections of the gallery

• These groups didn’t come through the community engagement team so don’t have the same progression routes 

or facilitation as the groups described above

• Other departments at the Horniman are already doing ‘community engagement’ but how do we join all these 

processes up?
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Studio

• The Studio is a new contemporary arts space open at the Horniman Museum and Gardens since October 2018. 

• It is also a programme of exhibitions, events and activities

• inspired by the anthropology collection and co-curated over 18 months by the Collective, a group made up of 

Horniman staff, an artist and community members from support organisations across South London

• tested for the Horniman a really ambitious level of community engagement.

• Staff from departments from marketing to exhibition design were present at most Collective sessions

• Prior to attending Collective sessions staff were given briefings on the Studio process, the Collective group 

protocol, community engagement methodology and socially-engaged arts practice. 

• More training was requested

• We are currently consulting widely on this (including this meeting!). 
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• We’re now developing a community engagement strategy which will be for the whole organization, not just the 

Learning team, 

• so we can make sure however someone engages with the Horniman they will have the same quality of 

experience and opportunities.

• Also that we continue to widen the demographic of people who access the Horniman and that everyone in the 

organization can play their part in that.

So there are a few main questions on my mind:

• What are the core community engagement ‘skills’ or ‘awarenesses’ that can be shared with colleagues from 

other departments?

• What format should this sharing take?

• What might a baseline set of processes for engaging with community groups look like?

• How would we define which people ‘qualified’ for this?

• How can this engagement strategy work to make the Horniman as useful as possible to as wide a demographic 

as possible?
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Thank you!
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